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Issue .of the Federal Reserve's Proposed 
Uniform Reserve Requirement Plan 

I we1c·ome this opportunity to share with you my perspective on 

one of the many controversial issues currently identified with the 

Federal Reserve System. And as you well know there · are others 

capital adequacy, appropriate activities of holding companies, the level 

of interest rates, the role of the System in electronic funds transfer, 

the reduction of float, yes, even the general . economic environment. 

And if that's not · enough to · assure a cold reception, we get charged with 

the responsibility for · the several issues which we hc.ve no con'trol over, 

such .as the penny problem, the disintermediation of funds resulting from · 

recurring Treasury offer ings, and I could go on. 

All cf the3e huVe rather low emotional boilinr:. poirits which wheil 

reached shed far more heat than light on the i s sue . With the prospect 

that our energy problem may be a continuing one~ I'm hopeful th<3.t as 

probleTTls' arise we can find ways to address them which will contribute to 

bringing about more enlightened understanding and much less h cL!t than 

have marked some of the issues in the past. Difference of opinion and 

perspective I respect. My humbleness increa ses as I tackle each new issue , 

and the System is increasing its solicitation of opinions on its various 

proposals as it attempts to grapple with more and mor e complex issues. 

The solutions we seek are those that will be conducive tb the general 

welfare as we u:-iderstand it. These t erms ''general welf<lre" and "public 

benefit" pose problems because the prt:cise defi nitions have shifted o.11d will 

probably continue to shift over time. Moreover, our jud~nents are not 

infallible and benefit greatly fror:1 the comme nts and criticis ms of ot hers. 
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Even so, I'm the first to recognize· that changes in our system, which are 

designed to improve the general welfa~e, are not .without costs, particularly 

in the short run, and these possible costs must be weighed against the 

prospective benefi.ts. It's with this approach that I address the topic 

you've asked me to discuss with you this morning. 

Proposals to extend Federal Reserve reserve requirements to all 

commercial banks have. been around for many years. As you well know, the 

current proposal, embodied in Senate Bill 2898 introduced on January 28 by · 

Senators Sparkman and Tower, reflects · the criticisms we have received on 

previous proposals in that it embodies si.gnificant changes from prior 

proposals. There is growing evidence that this is an idea whose time may be 

near. Briefly, the provisions of this Bill are: 

(a) to permit the· Federal P .. eser're t .o set reserve requirc!nc!l~s 2t 

non-member b~nks o~ net demand deposit liabilities in excess 

of $2 million. The actual requirement could be varied within 

the range of 5% to 22%, and could be met by holding vault cash 

or deposits with a Federal Reserve Bank. 

(b) similarly, to permit the Federal Reserve to set reserve 

requirements on all Negotiable Order of Withdrawal accounts 

whether issued by banks or other institutions within the range 

of 3 to 20%, again, only on NOW account liabilities aggregating 

more than $2 million. 

(c) to .,phase ih" these requirements over four years by exempting 80~..; 

of initial required reserves the first year, 60% t0e second, 40% 

the third, and 20% the fourth, so that only in the fifth year after 

enactm2nt would the full requirement be effective. 
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(d) to provide access to the Federal Reserve Banks' Discount lending · 

facility for all institutions subject to Federal Reserve reserve 

requirements. 

(e) to require reporting of deposits and res~rve levels to the 

Federal Reserve by non-member banks and NOW account issuers. 

Let me deal first with the part of the .proposal that would require all 

issuing institutions to report their demand and NOW balances and reserve 

holdings to the Fed • . After that, I will turn to the question of reserve 

· requirements. 

Reporting 

The Federal Reserve has the responsibility for managing money arid credit 

in our economy. Especially in recent . years~ the . Fed has borne the brunt of 

criticism for inflation in the United States, because its critics argue, it 

has failed to restrain the growth of money and credit to non-inflationary 

rates. During these same years Federal Reserve policy decisions have shifted 

more towards controlling growth rates of money and .credit and away from · 

the more traditional technique of setting interest rates and money market 

conditions. This shift in emphasis has taken place largely because . inflat ion 

and inflationary expectations have seriously weakened the r e liability of 

interest rates ~s indicators of tightness or ease of monetary policy. But 

this shift has now put the Fed in what I can only describe as the awkward 

position of trying to manage the growth of something that it cannot measure. 

At the moment, we guess that about 25go of the nation's money stock escapes 

adequate measurement because it is in the form of demand deposits at non

member banks. The only data we now regularly receive by which to measure 

the gT'Oh'th of this large and growing non-member bank port ion of the money 

stock comes from call reports to the FDIC on June 30 and December 31 of 
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each year. This scant seini-annual information which comes to us with a · 

time lag is most unsatisfactory even as a .basis for measuring the quantity 

of mqney, let alone for . careful Federal Reserve management · of . money and 

credit consistent with non-inflationary growth. What's more, looking to the 

future with the . strong possibility that NOW accounts will become a .widespread 

reality, the Fed's situation will become even more awkward unless it can 

get continuous, timely reports from both non-member banks and NOW account 

issuers. It seems clear to me that no matter how one comes out on other 

aspects of the legislation, the proposal .for reporting deposit informad.on 

merits the wholehearted support of everyon~. The problerp this lack of 

information poses for the market participants is almost as great as that 

faced by the regulators. 

Res.ePve Requirements 

Now let me turn to the reserve requirement proposal. I will spell-out 
· , 

in some detail my assessment of the pro's and con's of the proposal 

because I know that many bankers have serious misgivings about the ultimate 

effect of this action on the long-run viability of the traditional 

. organization of ·American banking. 

In summary, my position is this: 

--Reserve requirements are an important tool for a centrar bank. 

~-The public interest would be better served if reserve requirements 

were extended to all banks and NOW account issuers for two reasons: 

First, it would result in som~ increase in precision of 

Fed control of tl1e money stock. Second, and more important, 

it would distribute the cost burden of central bank control 

mot~e equitably among competing deposit institutions. 
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~-r .am fully aware that there are several reasons to be'cautious 

about extending reserve requirements. In particular, I am not 

unmindful of the charge that the proposal constitutes a threat to 

the dual banking system and to private correspondent banking 

relations'. 

--My analysis of the situation, however, particularly in Ohio, leads 

me to conclude that there are adequate safeguards in the proposed 

legislation to prevent both of these effects .from occurring. 

Reserve requirements sel'."'ve three important functions for the central 

bank. They impart a modicum of extra liqui?ity to the _ banking system on a 

day-to-day basis; they enable the central bank to be more · resolute in its 

open market operations by promoting a broader, more competitive market in 

of manet;::iry 

control by providing an alternative to open market operations, and by more 

closely limiting the ability of reserve holding institutions to expand 

the quantity of money and credit. 

As a general principle one could argue that extending the coverage 

of reserve requirements to a wider group of deposit institutions assures 

fuller realization of each of these benefits. However, all . national banks, 

and some state banks are of course already subject to Federal Reserve reserve 

requirements. The question then is whether the additional benefits expected 

from extending reserve requirements tq non-member banks and NOH account 

issuers will exceed any disadvantages arising from the wider coverage. It 

is this judgment that is at the heart of public deba.te 
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Precision of ·Monetary _Control 

One of the stated objectives of the prqposed legislation is to 

improve monetary control. It is impossible to estimate very accurately 

how much improvement should be expected because, as I have said, . we have 
. . 

rather poor data on which to base a judgment. On the basis of the information 

available, however, it appears that demand deposits have been growing more 

rapidly at non-member banks than at comparable member banks for a number of 

years, and that demand deposits at non-member banks grow relatively even 

more rapidly during periods of restrictive Federal Reserve policy than 

otherwise. 

Of course our information would be much better if all demand deposit and 

NOW account issuers were supplying continuous timely reports of their deposits 

and reserves. Hm·1cver, mea.suring the quantity of money or credit µccurately 

is not. the same as controlling the stock of money or credit pre.cisely. To 

control the money stock requires some knowledge of the effect of policy 

actions on the money stock, and that kind of knowledge, h'?wever imperfect, 

can only be gained .from long experience. Until enough -years have passed for 

us to gain and analyze experience with non-member banks and NOW accounts, 

reserve requirements can serve a useful purpose in two ways. First, they 

impose an ultimate limit on expansion of non-member bank deposits and NOW 

accounts. For> exc.rnple, if the reserve requirement were 10%, it would be 

impossible for non-member deposits to .be larger than 10 times the volume of 

eligible reserve assets l1eld by rion-member banks. Second, and more 

importantly, extending reserve requirements would reduce . unpredictable shifts 

in the relation between the quantity of bank supplied money and the quantity 

of Federal Reserve supplied eligible reserve assets. This is so bec~use 
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uniform national reserve requirements would replace 50 States' diverse 

requirements, thereby narrowing the range of possible deposit levels 

consistent with a given .volume of Federal Reserve supplied reserve assets 

and reducing unpredictable changes in money market conditions in the 

short-run. For these reasons, extending reserve requirements to non-members 

and NOW accounts will make a contribution, marginal though it may be, to 

more precise control of money and credit by the Federal Reserve. 

It's been a bit diversionary that most of the attention has focused on 

this point about impr\oving monetary control since there is really a much 

more important issue involved here. than _any: potential contribution to better 

management of money and cred_i t. This is simply the fundamental matter of 

equity. · Stating the question plainly, is it equitable to assess one group of 

banks in the for·m of compulsory non-interest bearing reserve rcquirewer1ts 

while another group of banks is subject to less stringent reserve requir~~ents 

of state banking codes? The benefits of reserve requirements in the form 

of banking_ system liquidity, competition, and monetary control are enjoyed 

by all banks and their customers. Why should some banks get a free ride? 

Or, perhaps it would be more diplomatic to ask, why should some banks be 

denied the privilege of shari_ng the burden of central bank control? Or, to 

put the matter in a more neutral perspective, are the benefits of more 

assured monetary control and a clearly nore equitable distribution of the 

burden of central banking outweighed by any costs of imposing reserve 

requirements uniformly across all money issuing institutions? Finally, to 

strip the issue' of all its trappings, · should banks of simild.r size operate 

under the same competitive rules? In answering this question or these 

questions, I would like to do three things. First, I'll report on the 

,. . 
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apparent costs to Ohio non-member . banks of complying with ·the proposed 

reserve requirement legislation. Se~ond, I'll make some judgments about 

the resiliency of the dual banking system. Third, I'll consider the matter 

of private correspondent relations. 
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Impact on Ohio Non-Member Banks 

There were 169 non-member commercial banks:-chartered by the State 

of Ohio doing business as of June 30, 1973, for ~hich call report 
~ . ·. - ":,' .. .. · ......... .,. 

information is. now available. My pest · es.timate is that only 38 of those 

169 banks would have . been affected in any significant way if the proposed 

legislation had been completely .phased in last June. This estimate is 

based on a bank-by-bank analysis, taking into accol.ll1t the following 

factors: 

-~Reserve requirements would only be effective· for those banks 

whose net demand deposit liabilities were in excess of $2 million . 

. Net demand deposits on which reserv~s would be calculated are 

equal to gross demand deposit liabilities net of cash items in 

process of collection and demand balances with other U. S. banks. 

--The level of reserve requii,ements · for nrn1-mt.:ElLer0 is not s p ecified 

in the proposed legislation except for the permissible range 

of 5 to 2296. I have assumed for the sake of argument that the 

actual level of requirements would be identical to that of menilier 

banks except for the $2 million reserve-free provision. 

--Reserve assets for Federal Reserve purposes are restricted to 

vault cash and collected balances on deposit at a Federal Reserve 

Bank or Branch. Thus, for my purpose, only vault cash of 

non-members would have been an eligible r eserve asset on June 30. 

--The propos~d legislation does not permit the Federal Reserve to 

set reserve requirements on time and savings account liabilites 

of non-members. However, the State of Ohio already requires 

a · 3~o reserve on these lia.bili ties of which no less than L~O'-h 

must be non-interest bearing assets. 
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Taking all these factors into account, and assuming that State reserve 

requirements on time and savings accounts were met by holding correspondent 

balances and interest bearing eligible securities, the following facts 

emerge: 

--63 non-member banks, . out of i69, had net demand deposits smaller 

than $2 million, and would have been. exempt f-rom meeting any 

requirements. 

--An additional 68 non-member banks were already holding enough 

vault cash on June 30 to have met prevailing Federal Reserve 

reserve requirements on deposits in excess of $2 million. 

--For both of these groups of Ohio non-merr~er banks, totaling 131 

out of 169, or 72% 6£ Ohio non-members, the proposed legislation 

would have had no effect on their operations whatever except 

to require periodic reporting of deposit and reserve balances. 

--The remaining 38 banks, representing only 28% of all Ohio non

.member banks, would have had . to rearrange their assets a bit in 

order to have met reserve requirements. On average) these 38 

banks were lacking only about $1/2 million in eligible reserves, 

but were holding about $2 1/2 million apiece in balances with . 

other banks. Thus, by shifting only 20?6 of their balc.nces ( a s sW11ing 

that a sufficient portion were in collected funds) from other 

banks to vault cash or deposits at the Fed, these non-members on 

average could have met a reserve requirement without serious 

difficulty. 

Hy point in r'eci tine the details of this analysis of Ohio non-member 

banks is quite plain. The legislation currently under consideration 
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goes a long way toward minimizing the costs of reserve requirements 

to non-members as compared with earlier•. proposals. . All rion-members 

would have to make reports to the Fed, and this is absolutely essential 

for central bank policy ded.sions. B~t less that 30% of Ohio non-members 

(and less than 40% of non-members nationwide) would find it necessary 

. to rearrange their portfolios in order to meet · the reserve requirement 

level I have assumed. Moreover, the adjustements ·would be phased in 

over a period .of years. 

It may seem curious at first glance that extending reserve requirements 

is expected to contribute to more precise monetary contr:ol, but will 

leave most non-member bariks unaffected. A 'closer inspection of the 38 

Ohio banks that might be· affected reveals that they account for over half 

of non-member bank net demand deposits in Ohio. In addition, the increase 

in precision is on a national basis, and the proposc.l will c1'eate 

uniform reserve requirements in all 50 states. Interstate movements 

of deposits will take place in the context of uniform minimum reserve 

needs, reducing some of the unpredictable variability in ~oney market 

conditions that now can cloud policy operations. 

Reserve Requirements and The Dual Banking System 

One of the fears expressed about extending reserve requirements 

to non-member banks seems to be that, without the attraction of freedom 

from Federal Reserve reserve requirements, non-members would flock to 

become members of the Federa l Reserve, 01"' even convert in large n uinbers 

to national charters, causing the demise of the doal banking system. 

I wonder if this fe.ar may not be a bit exaggerated. , 

The dual system of no. tional and state chartering) and of member 

and non-member banks, has undoubtedly ha d a heal thy inf luence in Amer lean 

banking regulation. Changing tides of state r e l;,itive to n.::1tioni:11 bank 
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chartering activity'are a reasonable indicator of changing supervisory 

and regulatory .practices. In a visible way, these .shifts have kept 

supervisory authorities in both supervisory. camps more alert to .· changing 

needs.in the banking business, · preventing ossification of banking regulation 

in the form of outmoded rules for chartering and examination. 

There is little reason to fear that adopting the current proposal 

would eliminate the dual banking system. Let me illustrate why I think 

this is so: 

--first, the proposal would in no way change res.erve requirements 

on t~me and savings deposits at non-member banks. The present 

difference between Ohio non-mernbe'r and member time and saving • 

deposit reserve requirements is worth about $17 ,000 per year in 

earnings to the average non-member bank, · on the assumption that 

liquid assets could earn 8% on the differ2nce . between the Ohio 

minimum cash requirement of 1.2% and the Federal Reserve's current 

3% requirement. 

--The $2 million of reserve free demand deposits is worth about 

$12,800 in ~arnings to each non-member bank that has net demand 

deposits larger than $2 million, either as straight earnings at 

an assu.11ed Bqo, or as an equivalent value of correspondent services. 

--these combined advantages under the present proposal suggest 

that, simply from an unvarnished look at bank earnings, at least 

1596 of the aggregate earnings ·of non-mer:ilie-r• ban ks in Ohio (based 

on 1972 income statements) might be attributed to the difference 

in reserve requirements that would remain if the current proposal 

were adopted. 

This is just another v:ay of saying that I said earlier, that the present 

propos~l will not affect the vast majority of Ohio non-men~er banks 
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except for the essential provision that they report deposit and reserve 

balances periodically. It is true that after four .years of phase-in 

something like 2 8% of Ohio non-members will. have to hold somewhat 

larger non-interest bearing collected balances than they have held in 

the past. But even after this shift to a more equitable distribution of 

reserve requirements among banks, there wi.il remain a measurable difference 

between the requirements of members and non-members, consistent with 

a flourishing dual banking system. 

Reserve Requirements and Correspondent Banking 

The Federal Reserve is often referred to as a "banker's bank.'' 

It is true that since their inception the · Federal Reserve Banks have 

played an important role not only as the repository for member banks' 

reserve deposits, but also as a provider of service s such as check 

collection, coin and currency warehousing and shipping, securities' . 

custodial care, and lender of last resort. At the same time private 

correspondent banks have performed some of ·these plus many additional 

services for their · respondents. This has been a healthy .arrang~ment for 

Americ an banking .. The Fed, with its public inter est responsibility for 

maintaining an efficient, uniform payments system, is able to provide 

services ew~odying the standards necessary to fulfill its responsibility. 

Private correspondent banks and clearing house associations must then 

provide services that are at least -competitive with Fed standards. The 

implied competition betwe~n the Federal Reserve Banks and private 

institutions, especially in clea.ring operations, seems a happy compromise 

between the alternatives of a Federal Reserve monopoly, with the 

consequent possibility of bureaucratic inertia and inefficiency, and free-
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wheeling private provision oLservices without u..fliforrn standards and 

rules of access. 

The fear has been expressed that extend"i.ng reserve requirements 

to non-member· banks will cause these banks to forsake their correspondents. 

After all, if non-members hold balances with the Fed, why not use the 

Fed's collection services and other services? Again, I find this 

fear to be somewhat exaggerated. 

First, as my analysis of Ohio non-member banks suggests, only 

a minority of Ohio non-mernbers would even face the need ·to hold balances 

at the Federal Reserve Bank: on June 30 vault cash holdings were 

.already sufficient to meet the assumed reserive requirements at 131 

out of 169 banks. Second, without in any way meaning to belittle the 

collection service my institution offers_, still it is a fact that entrance 

to our clearing house is not complete ly attrac ti v'e to many banks because 

of encoding and pre-sorting requir·ernents ·. Also, for non-member banks, 

we do not ~ccept out-of-District items. These differences should they 

continue would still make the automated collection services offered by 

correspondents the·-- pra ctical point of entry to the -clearing network for 

many banks. Finally, · while the Federal Reserve Banks are "banker's 

banks," they are not, and are not intended to be, "full service banker's 

banks. 11 That is, we .do not compete with private correspondents in 

offering the wide and changing array of strategic planning ., management 

information systems, loan participation, international, and trust 

services that respondents demand. . The areas in which we provide 

similar services are limited to those in which we have a responsibility; 
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either ·to the Treastiry as its fiscal agent, or to _the Congress as the 

guarantor of an efficient tmiform payments system. For example, development 

· of RCPCs, · and any future role in an e1ectronic funds transfer system may 

impinge on payments system ·services of private correspondent banks 

because we have a responsibility to operate in that area. But the· 

~orrespondent banking business rests on a much broader base than payments 

system services and reserve and clearing balances held to meet reserve 

requi~ernents and clearing needs. 

Perhaps some of the 38 Ohio non-member banks that held too little 

vault cash to meet my assumed reserve requirement would wish to rethink 

their correspondent relations if they build-up a balance at the Fed. 

On average those 38 banks held about 20~6 · of their net demand deposit 

liabilities as balances with other banks, with individral bank percentages 

ranging from as low as 2% to as high as 6'7%. Many of thes e banks with 

low levels of correspondent balances would not: be in a position to switch 

"them to the Fed (even assuming that they were in collected funds). 

Others, with larger balances might well be able to switch balances to 

the Fed and would rethink their correspondent nee ds at - the same time. 

Bu-t clearly 1 t is a small minority of Ohio non-member banks that r.iight 

fall into this category. The vast majority .of Ohio non-members would 

probably not change their correspondent relations in any way as a result 

of these reserve requirements. 

Extending reserve requirements to non-meITlb e r-s and NOW accounts is 

a se1•ious proposal that deserves your se rious cons ideration. I would 

urge non-member banks in particular to study the potential impact of the 

proposal on their own operations. If call report information is correct, 
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most non-members wi11 find that effectively they are already meeting 

my assumed level of the reserve requirements. The benefit of the 

legislation lies in its guarantee that all ,institutions--not onlymember 

banks and the majority of non-members, but all institutions that: issue 

liabilities that are used as money--will more equitably share the burden 

of maintaining effective central bank management of money and credit. 

One other point I should mention. Most of the discussion on 

this issue has been based on present reserve requirements. Neither the 

Federal Reserve nor the state requirements, or the.i..r differences, are 

molded in concrete. Changes in each and in the differences can occur and 

alter one's asse3sment of the relative profitabi_lity of the alternatives. 

In closing, let metake a broader perspective on this issue. I 

can illlderstand the concern of non~member banks for protecting their 

earnings; I can understand the conc~rn of many people for preservation 

of the dual banking system and the private correspondent banking business; 

I can even understai"'"ld -the suspicion of some people that this Federal 

Reserve proposal is something more than what it claims to be --an attempt 

to achieve better monetary control and a more equitable distribution of 

the cost of that control. However, what I hope all of us can understand 

is that this particular proposal, aimed at tidying up some of the loose 

ends of the present organization of banking and the payments system, should 

be dealt with dispassionately and soon so that we can all spend our' 

energies in addressing the really significant issues facing us. 

American banking has illldergone radical transformations in the past. 

You recall that state bank notes rivaled national bank notes as the 

means of payment after the Civil War, but \'1ha·t set:tled that issue was 
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not · the tax o·n state bank notes but the evolution of deposit banking, 

making all bank notes more or less obsolete. Similarly today., what 

will determine the future of member and non,-member banks. alike is not any 
. .. 

slight cost advantage of one over the other, .but the impact of such 

major events as the radical transformation of the payments system that 

is inevitably approaching on electronic hooves~ Small cost advantages 

arising from demand deposit reserve requirements will be meaningless 

if, for example, bank cards replace bank deposits as the dominant form 

of making payments in this country. If we want to survive as vital 

institutions we must plan for the long haul, harne s sing new technologies 

and new organizational forms, turning change into our advantage. 
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